Pairing Two Sound Platform Systems

* Before pairing DSS, please reset the Bluetooth settings on both Sound Platform 2 systems.

1. Press the \( \text{PAIR} \) button and hold down for 4 seconds until the display shows \( \text{\&} \) icons flash.

2. During the DSS pairing process, the \( \text{\&} \) icons will continue to flash for up to one minute. Once the two Sound Platform 2 systems are paired together, the \( \text{\&} \) icons will stop flashing.

3. Either Sound Platform 2 system can now be paired and connected to your phone, tablet, computer or other Bluetooth device to stream audio. Press the \( \text{PAIR} \) button on either of the Sound Platform systems to place it in pair mode. Once in pair mode the pair indicator will flash rapidly. **Note:** The pair indicator turns solid after the device is successfully connected.

4. Open the Bluetooth settings menu on your Bluetooth enabled mobile device or computer. Once the unit is recognized, “Sound Platform 2” will appear on the list of detected devices. Select “Sound Platform 2” to pair with your device. On Apple iOS devices, select Settings > General > Bluetooth and tap “Sound Platform 2” from the device list. **Note:** For detailed instructions to pair Mac or Windows PC, please refer to online support.

DSS (Dual System Streaming) allows two Sound Platform 2 systems to be paired together to play as one speaker system with left and right audio split between each for true stereo separation.

DSS Operation

**Note:** In DSS operation the left audio channel will play through the Sound Platform 2 with \( \text{\&} \) on the display and the right audio channel will play through the Sound Platform 2 with \( \text{\&} \) on the display. The two systems must be within Bluetooth range of 33ft line of site of each other.

**Note:** DSS operation is only compatible with Bluetooth streaming and cannot be used with Aux In or Radio mode.

**Note:** If the source on either Sound Platform 2 is changed from Bluetooth, the DSS mode will be disconnected and the systems will function independently. When both systems are set to Bluetooth source again they will automatically connect to each other for DSS playback.

**Note:** In DSS operation the volume is synced between both Sound Platform devices. When DSS playback is enabled both systems will be set to a starting volume of 10 and can be adjusted from either system to the desired playback volume.

**Note:** Disconnecting DSS & Resetting Bluetooth: To disconnect the DSS pairing between two Sound Platform 2 systems, hold down the \( \text{\&} \) button for 12 seconds. The \( \text{\&} \) icons on the LCD will flash slowly for 10 times and then flash quickly for 5 times indicating that DSS pairing has been disconnected. Use this same procedure to reset your DSS and Bluetooth settings. Before pairing two Sound Platform 2 systems together, please reset your Bluetooth settings and follow the directions provided to pair.

For further assistance with setting up Sound Platform 2, we are available at:

support@soundfreaq.com
soundfreaq.com/support